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Sage Lewis makes pinpricks on white paper, a constellation of dots, interrelating references or access points to 
dualistic planes of existence. To draw these points would be one thing, but a hole implies passage and begs the 
question “what’s on the other side?” Furthermore, calling the piece “Descartes’ Universe” would help illuminate 
the philosophical underpinnings of Lewis’s artistic endeavor, but the title is more actively “Pricking for 
Descartes’ Universe.” Philosophical discussion is modified to include the act of discussion itself. Descartes asks 
if matter is distinct from non-physical mental phenomena, suggesting a transcendent plane. Lewis positions 
herself as an actor within theories, poking her head through possibilities. In artistic practice, it’s in the asking, not 
the answer. 
 
All this in an attempt to understand the alluring title “Intelligent Design,” a group show at Whitney Art Works in 
which Lewis asks questions with fellow practitioners Lydia Badger, Lucinda Bliss, and Carl Haase. The title 
establishes intrigue by summoning the recent controversy surrounding the ID movement, which posits that the 
complexities of the universe are best explained by an external intelligence rather than an autonomous process of 
natural selection. There is little to no debate in the scientific community about Intelligent Design. It is not science 
because it precludes the use of provable, observational experiment. ID as a movement is questionable in its desire 
to supplant the scientific method but is metaphysical by nature and deserving of attention within a teleological 
framework. 
 
Lydia Badger creates sculptural curiosities that play with what critics of Intelligent Design call infinite 
regression. This can be likened to holding up two mirrors to reflect one another. If we are created, who created 
what created us? In this case, Badger plays the role of creator, constructing miniature natural worlds unto 
themselves with model scenes resting on hand-sculpted pedestals covered with bell jars. “Polar Bear with 
Mushroom” depicts a tiny replica of the endangered animal, paw lightly lifted in curious contemplation of a lush 
landscape it is not accustomed to seeing. Badger’s miniatures work best when they are placed under the bell jars, 
which isolate the world she has created for us to contemplate. The glass also highlights her environmental 
message by suggesting fragility, most notably in “Karner Blue & Southern Tailed Birdwing Butterflies,” where 
the flying creatures are held in the air by a thin wire that dances from the vibration of your footsteps as you 
approach the piece. 
 
Lucinda Bliss’s “King of Beasts” depicts a lion with accompanying cartoon speech bubble that contains only 
further colored iterations of the shape. Here we have another regression, this time down the rabbit-hole of 
language. Ludwig Wittgenstein linguistically critiques our Cartesian question of the mind-body problem by 
suggesting its illusory nature. Attempting to discover the workings of the mind by using the mind’s own 
mechanism of language will result in fallacy. Bliss’s emotive and subconscious meanderings are perhaps part of 
another approach to understanding, not quite teleological but assuredly mystical. 
Carl Haase displays ten distinctive images, each printed on paper roughly torn into a circle that mirrors the 
circular subject matter. The viewer is confronted with various mandalas rendered with precise linework and 
emboldened by a photo-relief printing process. The pieces seem to evoke ancient relationships, utilizing 
geometries understood by Navajo and Tibetan sandpainters. Or perhaps these might be space-age architectural 
designs, perhaps NASA proposals for space-pods? 
 
Once you get over the initial embarrassment of realizing that you’ve been looking at diagrams of coffee and soda 
lids, topographical displays of the cover to your iced mocha, a delicious pride in human ability emerges. The 
ability of the artist to conceive of this brilliant observational project is coupled with amazement at the 
engineering ability of the lids’ designers to enhance functionality. The zealous ecstasy of the designer upon 
discovering new ways to utilize fundamental laws of the universe to stack more lids in a box may be no different 
than that of the sandpainter. 
 
“Intelligent Design” at Whitney Artworks makes room for artistic practice as a third option between the scientific 
and teleological approaches to the mind-body problem. The scientist has faith that our universe is explicable 
through diligent observation, the believer has faith that miracles happen, and the artist has faith that active 
participation and creation is reason enough for continued existence. 
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